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ABSTRACT: The development of high-throughput and
scalable techniques for patterning inorganic structures is
useful for the improved function and efficiency of photonic
and energy conversion devices. Here we demonstrate a
facile and rapid electrochemical method for patterning
periodic metallic and nonmetallic submicron structures
over large areas. Si substrates have been patterned with
arrays of periodically spaced lines, rings, squares, and
terraces of main-group and transition-metal oxides. In
addition to planar substrates, three-dimensional surfaces
and their vertical sidewalls have been patterned. The
features are 20(±1) nm high and 360(±15) nm wide, and
their period is finely tunable in situ from 500 nm to 7 μm.
These features exhibit <3% variation in period and are
rapidly patterned in <2 min. We demonstrate the
versatility of the technique by rapidly patterning an
efficient water splitting catalyst, Co phosphate oxide
(CoPi), and show that the integrated materials system
performs water splitting with complete Faradaic efficiency.
More generally, the ability to pattern submicron structures
over large areas in a facile, reliable, and timely manner may
be useful for the fabrication of devices for energy, meta-
material, and sensing applications.

Energy-harvesting and conversion devices benefit from
semiconducting substrates patterned with inorganic struc-

tures. The direct integration of oxidic catalysts for water
splitting1−3 with semiconductor surfaces forms the basis of
promising solar-to-fuel conversion devices, such as the artificial
leaf.4 Moreover, semiconductors patterned periodically with
metallic and dielectric materials are desirable for enhancing light
absorption in solar cells5 and present opportunities in the context
of electrocatalyst-semiconductor devices. Although a repertoire
of patterning methods exists,6−17 development of techniques
that are high-throughput, scalable, and simple to implement is
useful for the facile fabrication and optimized performance of
energy conversion devices,18 such as the artificial leaf and more
generally buried junction devices.19−21 Here we demonstrate a
facile and rapid electrochemical method for patterning periodic
metallic, nonmetallic, and catalytic22 submicron structures over
large areas of silicon.
Reactive interface patterning promoted by lithographic

electrochemistry (RIPPLE) leads to the formation and
propagation of periodically spaced submicron structures over

large areas. This new method performs concerted redox etching
and patterning of an inorganic material when it is subjected to
applied cyclic potentials in the presence of acidic electrolyte. The
experimental details of the technique are provided in the
Methods section of the Supporting Information. The use of
cyclic potentials and a three-electrode configuration affords a
high degree of control over the redox processes leading to
patterning that is uncommon to electrochemically based
patterning methods.16,17 Application of a linearly ramped
potential sweep23 (0.1−1.2 V; all potentials are referenced to
the Ag/AgCl electrode) between a working electrode bearing the
material to be patterned and a Pt mesh counter electrode
promotes film etching. This etching originates at the site of lines/
dots, which were defined through a resist to allow electrolyte
access to the material beneath, and then propagates underneath
the resist (Figure S1). Figure 1 shows various patterns derived
from performing RIPPLE on a Ge film. After applying several
cyclic voltammogram (CV) scans to the Ge-coated working
electrode and removing the resist, the substrate was examined by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS), and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Periodically spaced lines and rings patterned onto the Si
substrate (Figure 1a) are observed in SEM images. The parallel
lines or concentric rings emanate from the initially defined line or
dot, respectively. An SEM survey of several patterns in an array
shows that they are composed of well-defined uniform circles
(Figure S2). The number of lines or rings formed is given by the
empirical expression NF = NCV − 1, where NF is the number of
patterned features and NCV is the number of CV scans.
Furthermore, parallel lines patterned at voltage scan rates of
100 and 450 mV s−1 exhibit periods of 3.9 μm and 650 nm,
respectively (Figure 1b). EDS elemental mapping of the periodic
rings and the site at the origin of the pattern, both of which
appear as bright contrast in SEM, shows that these features give
rise to Ge signal (Figure S2).
The RIPPLE technique is capable of patterning over three-

dimensional (3D) surfaces. A Si substrate containing an array of
square platforms of 7 μm height was prepared and overlaid with
Ge (Figure 1c). Nine lines patterned at a voltage scan rate of 230
mV s−1, originating from the 2 μm wide line positioned atop one
of these raised platforms, seamlessly propagate from the top of
the platform and then over the edge of the platform (3 lines are
positioned on the surface of the vertical edge) and onto the
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substrate below (Figure 1c). These data highlight a unique
feature of RIPPLE to pattern over 3D surfaces and position
patterns onto the vertical sidewalls of a raised feature. Unlike
most lithographic techniques,6 the RIPPLE technique is not
limited to “line-of-sight” patterning.
An AFMmap and line section analysis of the topography of the

Ge ring structures show that the periodic, concentric rings are
20(±1) nm high and 360(±15) nm wide and that these
dimensions are conserved across the structure (Figures 1d (left)
and S3). AFM studies of patterned lines reveal these features
have an average height of 20.5(±1.3) nm, which agrees well with
measurements for the rings and attests to good uniformity of the
features (Figure S3c, Peak A). Root-mean-squared surface
roughness (Rrms) values calculated from high-resolution AFM
maps of the top surface of a Ge line and of the substrate surface
between patterned rings reveals Rrms = 1.8 and 3.3 nm,
respectively (Figure S3d). More complicated 2D to 3D features
can be patterned by modifying the electrolyte conditions. An
experiment conducted over the same voltage range (0.1−1.2 V)
and with a Ge substrate, but at pH 5.9 in the presence of Na2SO4,
reveals a complex 3D pattern consisting of concentric terraces
(Rrms = 3.9 nm) which step down in∼20 nm increments from the
center region (Figures 1d (right) and S4). This result
demonstrates the potential to tune dramatically the morphology
of RIPPLE patterns in situ.
A detailed analysis of the structure and composition of the

patterned features was afforded by high-resolution transmission
electronmicroscopy (HRTEM) and EDS. For imaging purposes,
a ∼15 nm metal layer was deposited prior to RIPPLE to assist in
differentiation of patterned features. Several important features
are established by TEM images and EDS maps of an axial cross-

section taken at the periphery of a feature containing patterned
concentric rings. First, as established by Figure 2a, besides the

patterned ring (bright contrast between substrate and metal
layer), there is no material positioned elsewhere on the flat Si
substrate. Second, from the HRTEM image of Figure 2b, it
appears that the ring has a morphology distinct from that of the
underlying ⟨111⟩ Si substrate whose lattice-fringes are visible.
EDS elemental Ge and Omaps of an area encompassing the ring
cross-section (Figure 2c) show significant overlap only in the
region of the ring. Together, these data reveal that the patterned
submicron structures are composed of an oxide of Ge and that
their position on the substrate is highly localized. Finally, the
cross-section profile of the rings may be tuned with solvent
conditions. Notably, steep and symmetric side-walls are obtained
when a surfactant (e.g., sodium dodecyl sulfate) is added to the
sulfuric acid electrolyte (Figure S3e).
The production of an oxidic Ge material is consistent with the

CV conditions employed for ring formation. The evolution of a
single pattern was correlated to SEM images (Figure 3) taken

after each forward, 0.1 to 1.2 V, (solid lines, Figure 3) and reverse,
1.2 to 0.1 V, (dashed lines, Figure 3) sweep. At 100 mV s−1, the
first forward sweep (solid red line) is characterized by rapid onset
of anodic current at ∼0.3 V, a broad irreversible peak at 0.81 V,
and a linear regime for potentials >0.90 V. These features are
preserved in subsequent forward sweeps, and the current
associated with the peak at 0.81 V increases monotonically as
the pattern increases in size. Reverse sweeps show nearly
identical profiles and are absent of any distinguishing features.
The CVs are consistent with oxidation of Ge, which is
thermodynamically favored to form GeO2 and soluble H2GeO3
(solubility of 43 mM) at pH 1 and at potentials >0 V (0.2 V vs
NHE).24 Indeed, presence of rings comprising Ge andO concurs
with EDS data of Figure 2c. Also, an identical patterning
experiment conducted at pH 5.9 in the presence of Na2SO4

Figure 1. (a) SEM image of patterned periodic features emanating from
the site of a defined (left) line and (right) dot. (b) SEM images of
periodically spaced and parallel lines patterned from a single line at 100
mV s−1 (top) and 450 mV s−1 (bottom). (c) SEM image (left) of a
square Ge on Si platform raised 7 μm above rest of substrate plane and
(right) after patterning of the platform region highlighted with the red
box in the left panel. Dashed teal line denotes site where the 2 μm wide
line was defined and from which patterns emanate. (d) AFM map of
(left) periodically patterned submicron rings and (right) periodic
concentric terraces that step down in regular 20 nm increments.

Figure 2. (a) Bright-field TEM images of the axial cross-section of a
substrate patterned with concentric rings. (b) High-resolution bright-
field TEM image of the interface between the patterned ring and
underlying Si substrate marked by the pink box in (a). (c) From top to
bottom, EDS elemental maps of Ge, O, and Si for the cross-section of a
patterned ring.

Figure 3. (left) CVs at 100 mV s−1 performed in 0.1 M H2SO4 and
(right) accompanying SEM images of patterned structures. Three CVs,
each composed of a forward (solid lines) and reverse (dashed lines)
sweep, were performed between 0.1 and 1.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl).
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reveals a CV with quasi-reversible waves between 0.2 and 0.6 V
and a pattern consisting of concentric terraces (Figure S4). These
results suggest a relation between Ge redox chemistry and
germanium oxide solubility, at a given potential and pH, which
could be used to tune the profile and composition of the patterns.
Furthermore, rings appear during reverse sweeps (Figure 3,
images 4 and 6) at a location coincident with the periphery of the
etched region formed after the previous forward sweep (Figure 3,
images 3 and 5). Finally, when the voltage scan rate was altered in
the middle of a patterning process, the period for the first set of
rings is consistent with that expected from patterning solely at
the first scan rate (Figure S5). From this we conclude that once a
Ge feature is patterned, it is not eradicated during ensuing
electrochemical processes. Taken together, these data suggest
that pattern evolution occurs through oxidation and dissolution
of the Ge film in concert with localization of a germanic oxide,
which is stable during subsequent electrochemical cycles.
Through an apparent interplay of electrochemical and hydro-
dynamic effects the RIPPLE method allows us to control: (a) the
lateral extent of Ge etching via CV and electrolyte conditions,
and (b) the formation of features mediated by specific solution
conditions, such as pH. The patterns we obtain are akin to those
obtained from moving boundary simulations of etching
processes.25 Whereas our results emphasize that pattern
formation is electrochemically mediated, capillary flows26 at
the periphery of the unetched parent material may intervene in
the formation of periodic features. Work currently underway will
allow the proposed mechanism to be more fully defined.
The periodicity of patterned structures produced by the

RIPPLE method may be tuned reliably. CVs acquired using
voltage scan rates from 30 to 500 mV s−1 result in patterned
concentric rings with period tunable from 6.9 μm to 537 nm,
respectively (Figure 4a). The period for the last ring pair shows a

power law dependence on scan rate (Figure 4 inset) and exhibits
<3.0% deviation from the mean among 10 out of 81 patterns
randomly sampled over a 0.25 mm2 area, for each scan rate. For a
scan rate of 100 mV s−1 there is a 13.3% difference in period
between the first and last pair of concentric rings within a pattern
(Figure 4b). Notably, for scan rates >300 mV s−1, which yield
submicron periods, the deviation in period among all rings within
a pattern is <3.1%.
The RIPPLE technique may be used to furnish complex

patterns. Hollow Ge squares with micrometer-scale features are
formed at the interstices of a square array of closely spaced Ge

concentric ring patterns, which were patterned by acquiring 5
CVs at 30 mV s−1 (Figure 5a). The combination of rings and

squares after one round of patterning demonstrates the potential
of the RIPPLE technique with regard to creating variegated
patterns over large areas of a Si substrate.
The RIPPLE methodology may be extended to patterning

metallic materials over large substrate areas. A thin Cu film
subjected to 5 CVs between 0.4 and 1.3 V in 0.1 M sulfuric acid
leads to formation of concentric rings of Cu over Si (Figure 5b).
Copper and oxygen EDS maps of the axial cross-section of a
single ring do not overlap, suggesting that the patterned
structures are composed of other than an oxide of Cu (Figure
5c). Furthermore, a large shape was patterned from a Cu film on
transparent substrate where each “pixel” consisted of a single
pattern of concentric Cu rings arranged in a square array (Figure
5d). Together, these data verify that the method may be used to
pattern submicron nonmetallic and metallic structures over large
areas with control over their shape.
The ability to pattern large substrate areas with metal and

oxidic structures suggests the potential for integrating inorganic
catalysts with semiconductors for energy conversion applica-
tions. We turned our attention to patterning Si with the efficient
oxidic cobalt water splitting catalyst, CoPi.

22 Utilizing the CV
conditions as for Cu patterning, a Co film was patterned into
concentric ring structures (Figure S6a). Anodization of this
patterned Co substrate was performed (Methods and Figure
S6b) in accordance with methods that have previously been
shown to yield CoPi.

27 SEM and Co and O EDS maps of the
patterned and anodized Co sample reveal well-defined
concentric rings composed of the anticipated CoPi catalyst
(Figure 6a). CVs of the CoPi film exhibit a catalytic wave at 1.0 V
(Figure S7) indicative of the water splitting reaction.22

Furthermore, the significant steady-state catalytic current for
potentials ≥0.9 V is consistent with that reported for
electrodeposited CoPi films.

22 We conclude from these data
that the performance of these patterned systems is comparable to
that of bulk films. An oxygen probe experiment carried out over
10 h using this patterned substrate verified the competence of
this catalyst toward O2 generation from water with a Faradaic
efficiency of >99% (Figure 6b). Electrolysis performed for over
20 h also verified the well-established stability of the catalyst
(Figure S8).
The RIPPLE technique directly patterns arrays of periodically

spaced submicron scale structures of inorganic materials onto

Figure 4. (a) Average period for the last ring pair within randomly
sampled patterns as a function of voltage scan rate. Error bars denote %
deviation from the mean and the dashed line is a power law fit to the
data. Inset: Data presented on a logarithmic plot with linear fit to data.
(b) Average period for the first through fourth ring pairs within
randomly sampled patterns at 3 different voltage scan rates: 65 (green
circle), 100 (red square), and 300 mV s−1 (blue triangle).

Figure 5. (a) (top) Schematic of a square array of periodic ring patterns.
(bottom) SEM image of the region where rings from adjacent patterns
overlap with each other. Inset: EDS Ge map of the square. (b) (left)
SEM image of an array of rings patterned from a Cu film on Si. (right)
Composite Cu (orange) and Si (blue) EDS map of one pattern. (c)
(left) High-resolution STEM image of a 60 nm thick axial cross-section
of a patterned Cu ring. (middle and right) Cu (orange) and O (red)
EDS maps of the same cross-section. (d) (left) Photograph of a Cu-
structure patterned over a transparent substrate. (right) SEM image of
periodic ring patterns that serve as the “pixels” in design of the patterns.
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planar and 3D semiconducting substrates. The process is reliable,
applicable to wafer-scale and even larger substrates, and fast with
the CV cycling directly associated with patterning. Considering
all steps intrinsic to preparation and patterning, the process takes
<30 min and can yield multiple substrates patterned in parallel.
Furthermore, unlike most forms of conventional lithography,6

RIPPLE is not limited to “line-of-sight” patterning and has been
used to pattern 3D surfaces and their vertical sidewalls. This
unique feature may allow for positioning of catalysts over
textured substrates, such as those with high aspect ratio features.
Optimized integration of catalysts with semiconductors may
enable improved solar-to-fuel conversion devices, which benefit
from photon management and reduced optical losses owing to
absorption by the catalyst material. Given the fidelity of and in
situ control over RIPPLE patterned structures and their period,
future work will also investigate their role in photonic and
plasmonic applications.28−31 Capitalizing on such applications
requires fabricating high-quality optical elements characterized
by low surface roughness, sharp pattern profiles, and a small
dispersion in submicron periods. It may be beneficial from the
standpoint of materials efficiency to modify RIPPLE so that it
functions in a strictly additive sense with periodic deposition
occurring from solution-phase precursors supplied via micro-
fluidic arrays. These and other imperatives will motivate future
efforts, including exploration of the fundamental resolution,
material limits, and mechanism of this patterning. The high-
throughput, facile, and large area patterning of submicron
inorganic structures by RIPPLE could enable new and emerging
opportunities in energy conversion and storage.
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Figure 6. (a) RIPPLE-patterned oxidic cobalt phosphate (CoPi) water
splitting catalyst on a platinum/silicon substrate: (top) SEM image of
CoPi catalyst patterned into concentric rings; and (bottom left and
right) Co (yellow) and O (red) EDS maps of a single CoPi catalyst
pattern. (b) O2 evolved by patterned CoPi catalyst as measured by a
fluorescent probe (red) and O2 calculated from charge passed assuming
a Faradaic efficiency of 100% (black).
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